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TWO NEW TESL SONGS
the following two songs for elementary

ESL students were developed at the summer
1972 workshop in TESL at CCH

the first song may be used to teach
sentence connectors and subordinators
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she can skip a- round the room and
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she can hop a- round it too

the students can make up their own 2 he wont hop around the room
verses as they demonstrate some of the nor will he skip around itthings they can and cannot do it is not
necessary for the lines to rhyme 3 he can run around the room

yet he can walk around it too
she can skip around the room
and she can hop around it too this tune may also be used to learn the

followingfouowmg grammatical constructions
he can make a big snowman the different tenses and modalsmedals could
because he has his mittens on be used if that grammatical concept is to be

taught three different versions could be
he can ride a tricycle sung example
but he cant ride a bicycle ability

1 she can hop
she cant walk upon her hands
nor cancalfcaly shestesae turn a somersault present action

2 she is ishoppinghopping
he can draw a picture here
for he has paints and brushes too past action

As children finish an action the negative 3 she hopped or she has hopped
form might be sung about the next child
with the last childs actions then they could singular and plural forms of pronouns
sing about his affirmative action and verbs including reflex if desired

1 she can hop around the room he is standing very still
and she can skipskiparoundaround it too but he can turn himself around

see TESL game connecting clauses they are standing very still
PESL reporter vol 5 no 2 p 10 but they can turn themselves around
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comparative and superlative coordinators subordinators
examples

john is a tall boy and although as

hes the tallest in the class but after though
so because so

mary is a little lass yet before therefore
shesashes the smallest in the class foforr since till

unless while
nor if them
or until even though

the following song written by aileen the singular and no article with are is used
parker and betty thrum helps the students for the plural
with the english singular plural
distinctions in addition to ESL students the demonstratives this and that
hawaii pidgin speakers need this practice singular and these and those plural are

tnetheane indefinite a or an with is is used for also practiced
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this is a ball A
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ball is one these are

am j j j jballs and balls are fun

this is a block
suggested verses A block is fun

these are blocks
and blocks are fun

this is a ball this is a doll
A ball is one A doll is fun
these are balls these are dolls
andAnd balls are fun and dolls are fun

this is a puppet this is a truck
A puppet is fun A truck is fun
these are puppets these are trucks
and puppets are fun and trucks are fun




